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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have bought an ECS instance on Alibaba Cloud After
deploying a Python environment on it, which of the following is
the easiest and quickest way to monitor whether the Python
process is running normally and report an alert if the process

is accidentally terminated?
A. Utilize process monitoring feature (can be found in ECS
instance
B. Write a script for monitoring by yourself.
C. Log on to the ECS instance console
D. Use site monitoring
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which IEEE standard protocol is initiated as a result of
successful DTP completion in a switch over Fast Ethernet?
A. 802.1w
B. 802.1Q
C. 802.3ad
D. 802.1D
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation Dynamic Trunking Protocol (DTP) is a Cisco
proprietary protocol for negotiating trunking on a link between
two devices and for negotiating the type of trunking
encapsulation (802.1Q) to be used.
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Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
You can use makelist to pivot data by the order of values in a
particular column. For example, you may want to explore the
most common order events take place on your machines. You can
essentially pivot the data by the order of EventIDs on each
machine.
Example:

Event
| where TimeGenerated &gt; ago(12h)
| order by TimeGenerated desc
| summarize makelist(EventID) by Computer
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/log-query/
advanced-aggregations

NEW QUESTION: 4
During a check of the security control measures of the company
network assets, a network administrator is explaining the
difference between the security controls at the company. Which
of the following would be identified as physical security
controls? (Select THREE).
A. Cipher locks
B. VLANs
C. RSA
D. Passwords
E. 3DES
F. Biometrics
G. Man traps
Answer: A,F,G
Explanation:
Physical security is the protection of personnel, hardware,
programs, networks, and data from physical circumstances and
events that could cause serious losses or damage to an
enterprise, agency, or institution. This includes protection
from fire, natural disasters, burglary, theft, vandalism, and
terrorism.
C: A mantrap is a mechanical physical security devices for
catching poachers and trespassers. They have taken many forms,
the most usual being like a large foothold trap, the steel
springs being armed with teeth which met in the victim's leg.
D: Biometric authentication is a type of system that relies on
the unique biological characteristics of individuals to verify
identity for secure access to electronic systems. Biometric
authentication is a physical security device.
E: Cipher locks are used to control access to areas such as
airport control towers, computer rooms, corporate offices,
embassies, areas within financial institutions, research and
development laboratories, and storage areas holding weapons,
controlled substances, etc. Cipher locks are physical security
devices.
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